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1.1 
MATH ADVANTAGE is an industry-standard scientific subroutine library designed to optimize 
the development of engineering and scientific applications programs. The version that this referee 
reviewed contained over 170 commonly utilized mathematical subroutines. 
This reviewer was a bit disturbed by the use of the phrase "commonly utilized mathematical 
subroutines" as one tends to think of numerical analysis routines in such an instance. In fact, 
barring some matrix routines common to numerical analysis, MATH ADVANTAGE does not 
stress commonly utilized numerical analysis routines. The strength of the MATH ADVANTAGE 
package lies in its vector operations routines, its signal processing routines, and its image processing 
operations. 
MATH ADVANTAGE requires an IBM PC, XT, or AT having a minimum of 256 KB of RAM, 
one hard disk, and one DSDD (360KB) flexible disk drive or one Quad Density (1.2 KB) flexible 
disk drive. MATH ADVANTAGE utilizes IBM DOS 2.* and runs noticebly faster if your PC has 
a math coprocessor chip. 
This reviewer is most used to the IMSL library and, in making reviews, uses this library as a 
comparative standard. MATH ADVANTAGE uses the IMSL documentation standard of routine 
name, call format, discription and example. This is a very effective format. However, in a number 
of cases, this reviewer wished for further illustrations or more description. The manual tends to 
be a bit terse in places. This could be a problem for individuals who are not used to using the 
routines offered by the MATH ADVANTAGE package. 
As a test of the routines, this reviewer compared a number of the signal processing routines to 
their IMSL equivalent. In all cases, MATH ADVANTAGE held its own against IMSL. 
This reviewer also tested a number of the matrix routines. Two important matrix operations are 
LU decomposition and matrix inversion. The LU decomposition routine was a little slow in 
decomposition a 20 by 20 Hilbert matrix system. However, the Hilbert matrix is a perverse test 
of ability. The inversion routine handled the Hilbert matrix. However, I would have wished for 
a matrix condition umber to be output, particularly if the routine fails to complete the inversion. 
QTC is very customer oriented and is more than willing to help you out with any software 
problems. This is an important facet when one purchases a new software package. For those who 
are interested in a software package that offers routines that are "not" commonly found in 
mathematics software libraries, MATH ADVANTAGE has what you are looking for. 
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